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MEMO

When I arrived at the Pentagon, the halls were dark, with, as I recall, one out of
every four or five light bulb sockets having a bulb. Except for one or two corridors,
there were no paintings or anything on the walls of the long Pentagon corridors. This
is a building that houses some 55,000 people a city. It was dreary and suffering
from the mood established when President Lyndon Johnson decided to turn the lights
out in the White House, and the Pentagon responded sympathetically, and from the
lingering effects of the Vietnam War, when the Berrigan brothers and their ilk use to
regularly break in and throw blood on the Pentagon entrance and demonstrate against
the military

One of the first things I did was to get all the light bulbs put in and turned on to
brighten the place up.

Second, I got a crew to go through the Pentagon's art collection in the basement and
bring up World War II, Korean and other historical paintings and hang them in the
corridors.

Also, for example, we dedicated a corridor to NATO and had a ceremony. One
corridor is dedicated to Secretaries of Defense and another to Chairmen of the Chiefs,
and we dedicated several other corridors.

Finally, we worked out an arrangement where, for the first time, the Pentagon
conducted public tours and allowed people to walk in the building and walk down the
corridors. Millions of people had been visiting the Jefferson Memorial, Lincoln
Memorial, the Washington Monument, the White House and the Congress for
decades. But, the Pentagon had a mystique about it. No one could get in the place
unless they were specifically invited. The result of opening the place up to tours has
been fabulous. People from all across the country and the world now can go through
the building and see the aft, see the corridors, see the way it works and functions. It
has been de-mystified in a sense, which has been a good thing for the armed forces.
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